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Task 1. Agricultural Scene Understanding and Supporting Field Research
 
A. Experiment Design and Data Analysis
 
The objectives of this task are (1) to design the Supporting Field
 
Research program, including initial experiments to be conducted in 1979
 
and longer term experiments to be conducted during 1980-85, and (2) to
 
conduct analyses of field research data on wheat, corn and soybean.
 
During this quarter, a draft of the project plan for the 1979 field
 
research was completed and submitted to JSC. The plan describes the, objectives
 
and experimental approach to be followed in 1979. Secondly, analyses of corn
 
and soybean spectral and agronomic data acquired in 1978 at the Purdue Agronomy
 
Farm were initiated. Thirdly, in support of the data analysis, the docu­
mentation of the graphics and analysis system used for analyzing spectro­
meter and agronomic measurements is being upgraded. This latter activity will
 
assist analysts at JSC, as well.as at LARS.
 
PROJECT PLANNING AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN
 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS THIS QUARTER
 
- 1979 MULTICROP SUPPORTING FIELD RESEARCH PROJECT
 
PLAN WRITTEN AND SUBMITTED TO JSC FOR REVIEW
 
- EXPERIMENTS TO BE CONDUCTED AT PURDUE ON WINTER
 
WHEAT, CORN, AND SOYBEAN DESIGNED
 
PLANS FOR NEXT QUARTER
 
- WITH JSC STAFF, PLAN 1980-85 SUPPORTING FIELD
 
RESEARCH PROGRAM
 
TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES
 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
 
DATA REQUIREMENTS
 
DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING
 
DATA ANALYSIS
 
SCHEDULES, MANAGEMENT
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DATA ANALYSIS
 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS THIS QUARTER
 
- ANALYSES OF CORN AND SOYBEAN DATA ACQUIRED IN
 
1978 WERE BEGUN
 
' DATA REVIEW AND EDITING COMPLETED
 
* ANALYSIS'OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH DEFINED
 
* INITIAL ANALYSES PERFORMED
 
- ANALYSIS OBJECTIVES
 
* TEMPORAL TRAJECTORY OF SPECTRAL RESPONSE AND
 
DETERMINATION OF MATURITY STAGE FROM REFLECTANCE
 
-MEASUREMENTS.
 
RELATIONSHIP OF SPECTRAL RESPONSE TO MEASURES OF
 
AMOUNT OF VEGETATION (LAI, BIOMASS, % COVER, ETC.).
 
' EFFECT OF AGRONOMIC TREATMENTS (SOYBEAN CULTIVAR 
AND ROW WIDTH,. CORN FERTILIZATION) ON SPECTRAL 
RESPONSE,
 
- ANALYSIS APPROACH
 
' PLOTS OF AGRONOMIC-SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS AS
 
FUNCTION OF DATE (MATURITY STAGE)
 
t REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS
 
* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS TO
 
DETERMINE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AMONG TREATMENTS
 
PLANS 	FOR.NEXT QUARTER
 
- CONTINUE ANALYSIS OF DATA FOR CORN AND SOYBEANS
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DOCUMENTATION OF GRAPHI-CS AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
 
IN SUPPORT OF DATA ANALYSIS'ATLARS-ANDJSC, DOCUMENTATION
 
OF LARSPEC (FORMERLY CALLED EXOSYS) IS BEING UPGRADED,
 
INCLUDING
 
COMPLETE DESCRIPTI'ONS OF EACH'PROCESSOR­
' CONTROL'CARD DICTIONARY
 
' USER MANUAL WITH EXAMPLE CONTROL CARD DECKS AND
 
OUTPUT
 
* ADDITIONAL METERIALS FOR TRAINING AND ANALYST
 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS THIS QUARTER
 
CONTROL CARD DICTIONARY DESCRIBING'SYNTAX,-DEFAULT
-
PARAMETERS, AND OPTIONSAVALLABLE COMPLETED FOR.
 
DSEL AND IDLIST
 
PLANS FOR NEXT QUARTER
 
-,CONTROL DICTIONARY WILL BE COMPLETED FOR GSPEC,
 
DESCRIPTIONS -OF PROCESSORS AND USER MANUAL WILL
 
BE WRITTEN
 
MULTICROP FIELD RESEARCH
 
PROJECT PLAN, 1979
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I: Implementation Schedule for Task IA, Experiment Design and Data Analysis 
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug ept ct Nov 
Write implementation plan T-----------------------------------

Plan 198-85 Experiments
 
Preliminary planning by LARS
 
Meeting with JSC to discuss strawman - - - -- l--- - -i- - - ­
i
plan 

Technical objectives defined
 
Experimental approach & .data req.
 
detined
 
Data acquisition &preprocessing plan------------------------­
completed
 
=Data analysis plans completed 

Management plan completed
 
.Review and critique of total plan--------------------------------------­
- ---
-'- - -
Preparation of final program plan -- - --- - V  
Plan 1979 Experiments
 
Preliminary planning by LARS - - -

Meeting with jSC to discuss
 
Preparation of final project plan---------------------------

Data Analysis
 
Analyses of multiyear wheat data * H m...IE 
Analyses of 1978 corn & soybean data- - - - -i 
- --I
-- --
----------------------------
- - - - -- ---- - -I 
IB. Field Research Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
 
The objectives of this task are to acquire and preprocess the data
 
required to accomplish the objectives of the Multicrop Supporting Field
 
Research-project. The key accomplishments this quarter were the comple­
tion of the 1978 Exotech 20C processing and the preparation of the plots
 
for the corn and soybean experiments to be conducted at the Purdue Agronomy
 
Farm. Data collection at the Agronomy Farm on winter wheat experiments
 
has begun with both the Exotech 20C field spectrometer system and the Exotech
 
100 field radiometer system.
 
During the next quarter the data collection on experiments at the
 
Purdue Agronomy Farm will continue, preprocessing of 1979 data will begin,
 
and 1978 Exotech 100 radiometer data preprocessing will be completed.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS THIS'QUARTER
 
PROCESSING OF'THE 1978 EXOTECH 20C FIELD
 
SPECTROMETER DATA COLLECTED AT THEPURDUE
 
AGRONOMY FARM WAS COMPLETED.,
 
PROCESSING OF SIX DATES OF THE 1978 EXOTECH
 
100 FIELD RADIOMETER DATA WERE COMPLETED.
 
DATA COLLECTION BEGAN AT THE PURDUE AGRONOMY
 
FARM FOR TWO EXPERIMENTS (5/1, 5/6, 5/16).
 
FIELD REFLECTANCE STANDARDS WERE PREPARED
 
AND CALIBRATED.
 
PLOTSWERE PREPARED AND PLANTED FOR F.IVE
 
CORN AND SOYBEAN EXPERIMENTS.
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SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS
 
STRESS EXPERIMENTS (NUTRITION, MOISTURE, DISEASE)
 
EXOTECH 20C FIELD SPECTROMETER SYSTEM
 
BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE FACTOR (0.4-2,4um)
 
RADIANT TEMPERATURE
 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
 
CULTURAL PRACTICES EXPERIMENTS
 
EXOTECH 100 FIELD RADIOMETER SYSTEM
 
BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE FACTOR (LANDSAT
 
MSS SPECTRAL BANDS)
 
RADIANT TEMPERATURE
 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
 
EACH EXPERIMENT WILL BE MEASURED AT APPROXIMATELY WEEKLY
 
INTERVALS FROM PLANTING TO MATURITY.
 
AGRONOMIC MEASUREMENTS
 
CROP DEVELOPMENT STAGE
 
AMOUNT OF VEGETATION
 
PLANT HEIGHT
 
PERCENT SOIL COVER
 
NUMBER-OF PLANTS PER SQUARE METER
 
NUMBER OF LEAVES PER PLANT
 
LEAF AREA INDEX
 
TOTAL FRESH AND DRY BIOMASS (g/m
2)
 
DRY BIOMASS OF LEAVES, STEMS; AND HEADS, EARS OR
 
PODS (g/m2 )
 
CROP CONDITION
 
PERCENT LEAVES GREEN, YELLOW, AND BROWN
 
PLANT WATER CONTENT (g/m2)
 
PRESENCE AND SEVERITY OF STRESS
 
SOIL BACKGROUND CONDITION
 
PERCENT MOISTURE
 
MUNSELL COLOR
 
ROUGHNESS
 
ADDITIONAL DATA FOR SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTS
 
LEAF NITROGEN AND CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATIONS (WHEAT
 
AND CORN NITROGEN FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS)
 
LEAF WATER POTENTIAL (MOISTURE STRESS EXPERIMENTS)
 
LEAF BLIGHT INFECTION LEVELS (CORN BLIGHT EXPERIMENT)
 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 
OVERHEAD AND GROUND LEVEL VIEWS OF CANOPIES
 
GRAIN YIELD
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METEOROLOGICAL ,MEASUREMENTS
 
ON DAYS SPECTRAL DATA ARE COLLECTED (CONTINUOSLY)
 
TOTAL IRRADIANCE
 
TERMPERATURE
 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
 
WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION
 
PERCENT CLOUD COVER AND TYPE
 
DAILY, HOURLY RECORDS FROM PURDUE AGRONOMY 'FARM WEATHER STATION
 
AIR TEMPERATUREJ RELATIVE HUMIDITY, PRECIPITATION,
 
PAN EVAPORATION, DEW, DEW POINT, WIND SPEED,,SOLAR
 
RADIATION, NET RADIATION
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6. 
7, 
CORN AND SOYBEANS: MOISTURE STRESS 
3 MOISTURE LEVELS 
CoR: SOIL BACKGROUND 
2 SURFACE MOISTURE LEVELS (MOIST AND DRY) 
2 SURFACE TILLAGE CONDITIONS (ROUGH AND SMOOTH) 
2 REPLICATIONS 
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SUMMARY OF SUPPORTING FIELD RESEARCH EXPERIMENTS
 
PURDUE AGRONOMY FARM, 1979
 
1. WINTER WHEAT! NITROGEN FERTILIZATION AND DISEASE
 
3 CULTIVARS
 
3 NITROGEN-FERTILIZER RATES (0,60, AND 120 KG/HA)
 
3 REPLICATIONS
 
CULTURAL PRACTICES
2, CORN: 

3 PLANTING DATES (MAY 2, 16, AND 30)
 
3 PLANT'POPULATIONS ( 25,.50, AND 75 THOUSAND PLANTS/HA)
 
2 SOIL TYPES (.CHALMERS-DARK AND FINCASTLE-LIGHT)
 
2 REPLICATIONS
 
3. SOYBEANS: CULTURAL PRACTICES
 
3 PLANTrNG bATES (MAY 10, 24 AND JUNE'7)
 
2 CULTIVARS (AMSOY-NARROW, GROUP II MATURITY AND
 
WILLIAMS-BUSHY, GROUP III MATURITY)
 
,2SOIL TYPES (CHALMERS-DARK AND FINCASTLE-LIGHT)
 
2 REPLICATIONS
 
4, CORNy NITROGEN FERTILIZATION 
4 NITROGEN FERTILIZER RATES (0,67, 134, 202 KG/HA) 
3 REPLICATIONS 
5, CORN: DISEASE (LEAF BLIGHT)
 
3 LEAF BLIGHT TREATMENTS (NONE-RESISTANT, EARLY AND
 
LATE INFECTION)
 
2 HYBRIDS (PIONEER 3545 AND DEKALB XL43)
 
2 REPLICATIONS
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PLANS FOR NEXT QUARTER
 
* 	THE 1978 EXOTECH 100 DATA PROCESSING WILL BE
 
COMPLETED
 
* 	THE 1979 DATA COLLECTION AT THE PURDUE UNIVERSITY
 
AGRONOMY FARM WILL CONTINUE WITH BOTH THE EXOTECH
 
20C AND EXOTECH 100 FIELD SYSTEMS
 
* 	PROCESSING WILL BEGIN ON THE 1979 DATA COLLECTED
 
AT THE PURDUE UNIVERSITY AGRONOMY FARM
 
--- 
-------------------------- --------- ---
------------------------------ 
-------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
----- - - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Figure 1.
 
Detailed implementation schedule for field research data acquisition and preprocessing
 
Dec a Feb MMa y June Jul y Au s Sept IOct INov
 
Prepare implementation plan
 
Prepare data acquisition-preprocessing
 
plans - - - - ­
1979 I-----­
1980 
 IuImI! 
1981-1984 I7I---
Data Acquisition I---
Preparation of reflectance 
standards-­
i i
 
Field data collection 

I

-
-

Data Preprocessing 

1978-Model 20C i** 
-Model 100 1 . l E. E t 
-
1979-all sensors---
f 
- -- - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - ­
__ ____ ___ __ __ __ __ _- ----------------------------- ------­
-
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IC. 'Development of Multiband Radiometer System
 
The overall objective of this task is to develop a multiband
 
radiometer system for agricultural field research. The system is to be
 
lo-cost, simple'to'dperate, and adaptable to a wide variety of platforms.
 
The following pages contain the material presented 'in the oral briefing
 
for this quarterly report.
 
Figures 2.1C-1 and 2.1C-2 summarize the objectives for this task.
 
Figure 2.1C-3 lists the accomplishments in'this quarter. The
 
major accomplishment of the quarter was the issuance of the Requests
 
for Quotation for the Multiband Radiometer and Data Acquisition System
 
on May 3, 1979'by Purdue University.
 
Figures 2.1C-4 through 7 specify the format of-vendor proposals
 
and list the deliverable items.
 
Figure 2.1C-8 summarizes the status of the subtasks.
 
Figure 2.1C-9 indicates the plans for next quarter.
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TASK 2.1C DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIBAND RADIOMETER SYSTEM
 
OBJECTIVE:
 
DEVELOP A MULTIBAND RADIOMETER SYSTEM FOR AGRICULTURAL
 
FIELD RESEARCH. THE SYSTEM IS TO BE LOW-COST SIMPLE
 
TO OPERATEJ AND ADAPTABLE TO A VARIETY OF PLATFORMS.
 
2,1C-1 5/79
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SPECIFIC 'OBJECTIVES
 
SPECIFY; DEVELOP AND TEST 
- A PROTOTYPE MULTIBAND RADIOMETER 
- A PROTOTYPE DATA ACQUISITLON SYSTEM 
PREPARE A SYSTEM MANUAL INCLUDING
 
-:DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
 
-OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
 
- DATA HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 
- INSPECTION, TEST, MAINTENANCE AND CALIBRATION 
PROCEDURES 
PREPARE A MANUAL DESCRIB.ING THE USE OF THE
 
INSTRUMENT IN AGRICULTURAL REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMENTS
 
DEVELOP SOFTWARE FOR ENTRY, STORAGE, USE AND
 
PRESENTATION OF MULTIBAND DATA IN CONCERT WITH
 
AGRONOMIC, METEOROLOGICAL, AND ANCILLARY-DATA,
 
2.1C-2 5/79
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE QUARTER
 
CONSULTANT REPORTS
 
- GENE D, NUTTER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
 
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS CENTER
 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCQNSIN - MADISON
 
- SY COLEMAN, PRESIDENT
 
BARTLETT SYSTEMSJ INC.
 
WOODY CREEK., COLORADO
 
PREPARATION AND ISSUANCE OF REQUESTS FOR QUOTATION
 
OF MULTIBAND RADIOMETER AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
 
- IN CONCERT WITH TECHNICAL MONITOR.
 
- 15 VENDORS PRIMARILY FOR RADIOMETER
 
- 8 VENDORS PRIMARILY FOR D.AS.
 
-DETAILED OUTLINE OF MULTIBAND RADIOMETER SYSTEM MANUAL
 
t	PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF FIELD MEASUREMENTS EXPERIMENT
 
DESIGN MANUAL
 
* DESIGN BEGUN FOR MOUNTING HARDWARE 
- FIRST TASK: A PICK-UP TRUCK MOUNTED BOOM 
S'INITIAL VERSION OF SOFTWARE FOR REFORMATTING OF
 
MULTIBAND RADIOMETER DATA WAS COMPLETED AND TESTED.
 
2.1C-3 5/79
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'REQUESTED PROPOSAL ORGANIZATION - RADIOMETER
 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
 
2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED INSTRUMENT
 
2.1 MAIN FRAME
 
-2.2 CHANNEL DESIGN 0,4 - 1.0 MICROMETERS
 
2.3 CHANNEL DESIGN 1.0 - 2.35 MICROMETERS
 
2.4 CHANNEL DESIGN 10.4 - 12.5 MICROMETERS
 
2,5 FIELD-STANDARIDZATION SOURCE DESIGN
 
3. SPECIAL TOPICS
 
5.1 RADIOMETRIC TRANSFER FUNCTION
 
3.2 OPERATI.NG RANGES - CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
 
3.3 RADIANT REFERENCING FOR THE THERMAL CHANNEL
 
3,4 ALIGNMENT/INTERCHANGEABILITY
 
3.5 VOLUME PRODUCTION SUITABILITY
 
3.6 POWER DISSIPATION AND BATTERY LIFE
 
4. TEST PLAN
 
5, PRICE
 
5.1 MAIN FRAME, FIELD STANDARDZATI.ON SOURCE,
 
BATTERIES CHARGER SHIPPING CONTAINER
 
5,2 CHANNEL 0.4 - 2.0 MICROMETERS
 
5,3 CHANNEL 1,0- 2.4 MICROMETERS
 
5.4 CHANNEL 10,4 - 12.5 MICROMETERS
 
5.5 REPAIR LABOR RATES
 
5.6 TEST PROGRAM
 
2.1C-4 5/79
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ITEMS TO BE DELIVERED
 
THE VENDOR OF THE MULTIBAND RADIOMETER SHALL DELIVER THE
 
FOLLOWING ITEMS TO THE UNIVERSITY AS DESCRIBED IN PART I
 
OF THE SPECIFICATIONS:
 
1. 	 A MULTIBAND RADIOMETER WITH RECHARGEABLE BATTERY 
PACK. 
2. ONE (1) EXTRA RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK FOR THE
 
RADIOMETER.
 
3. 	 ONE BATTERY CHARGER 
4. 	CABLES -.10 METER AND 1.2 METER TO CONNECT TO
 
LOGGER.­
5. 	DOCUMENTATION.
 
THE VENDOR OF THE FIELD STANDARDLZATION UNIT SHALL DELIVER
 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS TO THE UNIVERSITY AS DESCRIBED IN PART-I
 
OF THE SPECIFICATIONS.
 
1. A FIELD STANDARDIZATION SOURCE.
 
2., A POWER SUPPLY FOR THE 'FIELD-STANDARI-DZATION SOURCE.
 
3. 	DOCUMENTATION.,
 
2.1C-5 5/79
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REQUESTED PROPOSAL ORGANIZATION - DH-DR/PM
 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED INSTRUMENT
 
2,1 ANALOG SECTION AND MULTIPLEXER DESIGN
 
2.2 	 A/D CONVERTER DESIGN
 
2.3 	 DATA MEMORY DESIGN
 
2.4 MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN
 
2;5 CONTROL PANEL DESIGN
 
2.6 	 DATA INTERFACE DESIGN
 
2.7 	MAIN>FRAME DESIGN
 
3, SPECIAL ToPIcs
 
3.1 	MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
 
3.2 MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
 
3,3 RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS
 
3.4 	 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
 
3.5 	 VOLUME PRODUCTION SUITABILITY
 
3.6 	 POWER DISSIPATION AND BATTERY LIFE
 
4, TEST PLAN
 
5, PRICE
 
5.1 	 INSTRUMENT, CHARGER, BATTERIES, DATA MEMORIES,
 
SHIPPING CONTAINER
 
5.2 	 REPAIR. LABOR RATES
 
5.3 	 TEST PROGRAM
 
2.1C-6 5/79
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ITEMS TO BE DELIVERED
 
THE VENDOR OF THE DATA HANDLING-DATA RECORDING/PLAYBACK
 
MODULE SHALL DELIVER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS TO THE
 
UNIVERSITY AS DESCRIBED IN PART II,OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
 
1. ONE (1)DH-DR/PM WITH RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK.
 
2. ONE EXTRA DATA MEMORY FOR DH-DR/PM.
 
3. ONE (1) EXTRA RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK FOR THE 
DH-DR/PM.
 
4. ONE PLUG TO CONNECTTO EXTERNAL POWER CONNECTOR.
 
5. ONE BATTERY CHARGER.
 
6. CONTROL CABLE FOR REMOTE PUSHBUTTON.
 
7. DOCUMENTATION 
2.1C-7 5/79
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STATUS
 
VENDOR RESPONSES ARE DUE JUNE 15, 1979
 
DRAFTS OF DOCUMENTATION HAVE BEGUN
 
THE SOFTWARE FOR REFORMATTING IS COMPLETED
 
AND SOFTWARE FOR ENTRY OF DATA FROM THE
 
LOGGER WILL BE BEGUN
 
2.1C-8 5/79
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PLANS FOR THIRD QUARTER
 
PROTOTYPE RADIOMETER AND LOGGER
 
- SELECT VENDOR
 
- PREPARE AND ISSUE PURCHASE ORDER
 
- PREPARE PRELIMINARY DESIGN REPORT
 
- FIRST DRAFT OF SYSTEM MANUAL
 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS EXPERIMENT DESIGN MANUAL
 
- FURTHER WORK ON FUNDAMENTALS SECTION 
- COMPLETION AND TESTING OF BOOM - DRAFT DOCUMENTATION 
- FIELD TESTING OF PROCEDURES AND CALIBRATION WITH 
DRAFT.DOCUMENTATION 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE FOR DATA HANDLING 
- CONTINUED TESTS OF SOFTWARE SYSTEM WITH 4 BAND 
DATA 
- DESIGN OF DATA ENTRY PROCEDURES 
- SOFTWARE BEGUN 
2.1C-9 5/79
 
B. Detailed Implementation Schedule 
Development of Multiband Radiometer System 
DEC I JANFT I IFEB _ MARIII IIIIII _ APR NAY _JUNIil~lT I,, JUL AUGI I SEP OCT NOV 
Spec'ify, Develop and Test Prototypes 
Develop Specifications 
V~endor gel-ecZtn- - - - - - -
Mn'tnr Contriiction---------It1 
Eval__aon - Lab & Field Tests 
flonumenrtion? System Manual. Specs. 
---
-
- - -- -- - ---- -
n 
-
R;&­
- - - --
I-I--­
-7 
Pre.pare Manual for Use in Ag. Rem.Sensin2 
Documentation: Fundamentals---------­
Design-and Construct Platforms 
DesPign and Implement Procedures & Cal. 
flnr',,mnr otThong & ApprSitii 
Document Operation & Calibration 
Factors in Experimental Desipn 
I-I 
- ---- -
M, 
- - -
-I 
Delooment of Software for Data Handling--
Develo Specifications ___i'i____________ 
Generate Software And Trplem~ntntinr 
Tests on 4-Band Data 
Implement on LARS computer 
Documentation 
-
-.. 
I 
Prpnrgaon of Specs- for Production Unit 
Prepare for Review 
Prepare Final Specifications 
-
- .-----
JSC Fofm 19580 (Resv Jun 86) NASA-JSC 
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ID. Soils Data Base
 
A. Work Accomplished During the Reporting Period
 
Data base coding continued during this quarter, with over two-thirds
 
of the 480 iron oxide analysis results being entered into the computer soils
 
record. About one-third of the soil samples remain to be analyzed for iron
 
oxide content and work is continuing towards completion of this final phase
 
of laboratory soil analysis during the next quarter.
 
A format for the proposed Atlas of Soil Spectra was developed (Figure
 
1-D). The very large quantity of data that has been stored in the soils
 
data base for each soil (100 items of information) has been reduced to in­
elude essential soil parameters that may be helpful in understanding the
 
Four Benchmark soils are displayed on
 reflectance properties of that soil. 

each sheet, and each soil series contains chemical, physical, spectral 
and
 
site information specific for one of two duplicate soil samples taken 
in the
 
field. Following the soil series name in large letters is the state abbre-

This is followed by the soil taxonomic name at the family level,
viation. 

according to the U.S. Soil Taxonomy. Climatic moisture zone, parent material,
 
Then for each of the two duplicate samples
and county where sampled follow. 

soil horizon sampled, slope class, internal drainage,
these items are listed: 

textural class name, percent sand, silt, and clay, moist and dry Munsell
 
colors, percent organic matter, cation exchange capacity, iron oxide 
content
 
(%), and moisture percentage by weight (MW%). The corresponding spectral
 
curves are displayed as a plot of bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF%)
 
versus wavelength from about 0.52-2.32 pm.
 
Graphic display of duplicate soil curves has been completed for all 
242
 
Benchmark soil series, and work is in progress to transfer the remaining
 
chemical, physical and site information from the soils header record 
to the
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'Rhodic Paleudult, fine-loamy, Typic Haplargid, fine,
 
siliceous, thermic 
 mixed, theradc
 
humid zone 
 arid zone
 
marine sediments 
 acid rock alluvium 
Houston Co. Santa Cruz Co. 
Ap horizon Ap horizon All horizon All horizon
 
B slope B slope A slope A slope
 
well drained well drained 
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mixed, thermic
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 arid zone
 
mixed alluvium
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A slope B slope
A slope A slope 
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Figure.l-D. Example of sheet from proposed Atlas of Soil Spectra.
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The Purdue University Agriculture Experiment
format shown in Figure 1-D. 

Station has agreed to publish this Atlas of Soil Spectra as a research bul­
letin after appropriate clearance is received from the contractor.
 
B. Statistical Correlation Studies
 
For the purpose of statistical correlation all soil spectral curves
 
(Table 1-D). Bands 1-8 all have band­were represented by ten spectral bands 

widths of 0.1 pm.- Bands 1 and 2 are visible bands. Bands 2 and 4 are cen­
tered on the regions of known ferric iron absorption. Most.of bands 1-8
 
resemble, but may not coincide exactly with existing bands on Landsat 
or
 
Bands 9 and 10 are proposed Thematic Mapper bands with band 10
 Skylab S192. 

being slightly altered by the cutoff of spectroradiometric data at 2.32 
vim.
 
Table I-D. ,Soil Spectral-Bands for Correlation Analysis
 
Band Wavelength (m) 'Band Wavelength (pm) 
1 0.52-0.62 6 1.02-1.12 
2 0.62-0.72 7 1.12-1.22 
3 0.72-0.82 8 1.22-1.32 
4 0.82-0.92 9 1.55-1.75 
5 0.92-1.02 10 2.08-2.32 
Scattergrams of reflectance versus important laboratory-measured soil
 
These scattergrams
parameters for specific bands are shown in Figure 2-D. 

contain all data points for all Benchmark soils within the ranges of the
 
The best overall band correlating with organic
soil parameters exhibited. 

A definite curvilinear relationship can
 matter is band 1 in the'visible. 

be seen between organic matter and reflectance. Band 10 in the middle
 
infrared correlates most highly with water content, clay content, and cation
 
exchange capacity.
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Figure 2-D. 	Scattergrams of reflectance in band 1 vs. 

in band 10 vs. moisture percentage by weight, clay content, and
 
cation exchange capacity.
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Figure 2-D. (Continued). 
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Correlation coefficients between these four soil parameters and spectral
 
bands can be seeh in Tables 2-D and 3-D. A natural logarithmic transformation
 
of organic matter values resulted in generally improved correlations because
 
of the previously mentioned curvilinear relationship. Improved correlation
 
is seen to occur inmost cases as the climatic region in which the soils
 
occur becomes more specific. Whereas some specific climatic zones do not
 
show improved correlations from the more general climatic regions, most of
 
the specific climatic zones show much improved correlations. These results
 
are an indication of the extent to which spectral data can be used to predict
 
certain soil properties within known climatic regions.
 
C. 	Plans for Next Reporting Period
 
Statistical analysis will be completed as results from iron oxide
 
determinations become available. Completion of the Atlas of Soil Spectra
 
is anticipated at the end of the period.
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Table 2-D; Best Simple Correlation Coefficients for Four Soil Parameters
 
Versus Spectral Bands by General Climatic Zones. (Band numbers
 
of best band are in parentheses.)
 
General Climatic Soil Parameter 
Zone 
Organic Natural Log of Moisture Clay Cation 
Matter Organic Matter Weight Content Exchange 
Percent Capacity 
All Climates 
481 Soils -.36(1) -.68(2) -.53(10) -.41(10) -.48(10) 
MoistureZone 
185 Humid Soils -.46(2) -.68(1) -.47(10) -.25(10) -.50(1) 
128 Subhumid Soils -.71(7) -.78(6) -.78(10) -.61(10) -.71(10) 
94 Semiarid Soils -.46(2) -.53(3) -.39(10) -.37(10) -.22(10) 
62 Arid Soils -.67(2) .-.73(2) -.71(2) -.58(2) -.37(10) 
Temperature Regime 
102 Frigid Soils -.34(1) -.43(l) -.41(10) -.40(10) -.47(10) 
211 Mesic Soils . -.53(1) -.68(1) -48(10) -.27(10) -.52(10) 
140 Thermic Soils -.53(8) -.64(6) -.68(10) -.57(10) -.48(10) 
28 Hyperthermic Soils -.71(8) -.75(3) -.750B) -.42(1) -!65(8) 
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Table 3-D. Best Simple Correlation Coefficients for Four Soil Parameters
 
Versus Spectral Bands by Specific Climatic Zones. (Band numbers
 
of 	best band are in parentheses.)
 
Soil Parameter
Specific Climatic Zone 

Organic Natural Log of Moisture Clay Cation
 
Matter Organic Matter Weight Content' Exchange
 
Percent Capacity
 
-.66(10) -.39(10) -.32(10)' -.45(1)
3 8 	Humid Frigid Soils -.52(1) 

-.59(10) -.66(10) -.29(10) -.43(10) -.73(10)
75 	Humid Mesic Soils 

60 	Humid Thermic Soils -.71(9) -.71(8) -.65(10) -.53(10) -.73(9)
 
-.72(9) -.77(4) -.75(10) -.67(9) -.86(9)
42 	Subhumid Frigid 

Soils
 
-.80(8) -.81(6) -.64(10) -.63(10) -.71(10)
46 	Subhumid Mesic 

Soils
 
-.82(10) -.66(5) -.63(10)
36 Subhumid Thermic -.49(2) -.60(6) 

Soils
 
-.67(10) -.60(10)
18 Semiarid Frigid -.38(1) -.28(1) -.32(6) 

Soils
 
46 Semiarid Mesic -.31(2) -.32(2) -.34(10) -.31(10) -.44(l)
 
Soils
 
-.55(10) -.54(3) -.40(3)
20 Semiarid Thermic -.58(3) -.58(3) 

Soils
 
32 	Arid Mesic Soils -.83(5) -.79(3) -.79(3) -.62(3) -.73(4)
 
-.75(10) -.62(10) -.47(10)
24 	Arid Thermic Soils -.62(2) -.67(2) 

Figure ID-A. Detailed implementation schedule for Task 1D.
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Task 	2. Processing Techniques Development
 
2A. 	Application and Evaluation of Landsat Training, Classification, and
 
Area Estimation Procedures for Crop Inventory
 
The activities of this task during the past quarter have been in the
 
areas of data receipt, data preparation and processing, programming support,
 
and data analysis.
 
Data requested for the 80 high density sample segments have been
 
arriving. The status of Landsat MSS data, PFC products, and reference data
 
is detailed in the following material. Retro-order data, additional re­
ference data product9, and full-frame data are expected.
 
The first shipment of Landsat MSS data (355 runs) has been reformatted
 
to LARSYS format. As acquisition dates are select~d for analysi3, the runs
 
are being merged.
 
Several programs to make various aspects of EOD-LARSYS and LARSYS
 
compatible have been completed. We are currently investigating the
 
feasibility of programming the capability for LARSYS to read Universal format
 
tapes.
 
Three data analysis tasks are described. A technical memorandum
 
detailing the study of ISOCLS parameters is being prepared. A study assess­
ing the effects of sampling wavelength bands and pixels in clustering and
 
classification is described. Results of a study comparing five classifiers
 
and two training methods are presented.
 
Analysis plans for next quarter include a study of the relationship of
 
Landsat data acquisition history and classification performance and further
 
evaluation of classification approaches.
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PROGRESS THIS QUARTER
 
DATA RECEIPT
 
DATA PREPARATION AND PROCESSING
 
PROGRAMMING SUPPORT
 
DATA ANALYSIS
 
39 
DATA STATUS 
DATA REQUESTED F6R 80 HIGH DENSITY AND 1 LOW DENSITY SAMPLE 
SEGMENTS IN INDIANAJ ILLINOISj AND IOWA. 
DATA RECEIVED 
- LANDSAT MSS DATA FOR SEGMENTS 
COMPLETE DATA FOR 41 SEGMENTS 
LATER SEASON DATA FOR 38 SEGMENTS 
' NO DATA FOR 2 SEGMENTS 
- PFC-PRODUCT 1
 
COMPLETE DATA FOR 41 SEGMENTS 
LATER SEASON DATA FOR 38 SEGMENTS 
NO DATA FOR 2 SEGMENTS 
- REFERENCE DATA
 
BASIC
 
' AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND FIELD OVERLAYS FOR 44 SEGMENTS 
EXTENDED (22 ,SEGMENTS) 
DOT GRIDS FOR 2 'SEGMENTS 
418 DOT FILES FOR 17.SEGMENTS 
DIGITAL WALL-TO-WALL "GROUND TRUTH" FOR 6 SEGMENTS 
DATA EXPECTED 
- RETRO ORDER OF LANDSAT MSS AND PFC DATA 
- ADDITIONAL DIGITAL "GROUND TRUTH" TAPES AND DOT PRODUCTS 
- FULL-FRAME DATA 
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DATA PREPARATION AND PROCESSING
 
LANDSAT MSS DATA
 
- REFORMATTING
 
355 RUNS REFORMATTED FROM UNIVERSAL TO LARSYS FORMAT
 
* TIME-CONSUMING AND EXPENSIVE PROCESS
 
CURRENTLY INVESTIGATING FEASIBILITY OF PROGRAMMING
 
CAPABLLITY FOR LARSYS TO READ UNIVERSAL FORMAT TAPES
 
- COMBINING RUNS
 
' DATAMERGE FUNCTION IN EOD-LARSYS CAN BE USED FOR
 
UNIVERSAL FORMAT
 
LARSYS FORMATTED RUNS MUST BE MERGED BY THE LARS
 
REFORMATTING GROUP
 
ALSO AN EXPENSIVE AND TIME-CONSUMING PROCESS
 
PFC PRODUCT 1
 
- FILED BY SEGMENT
 
- SCREENED FOR CLOUD AND HAZE
 
- BASIS FOR SELECTION OF RUNS TO BE MERGED
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PROGRAMMING SUPPORT
 
PROGRAMS TO MADE EOD-LARSYS AND LARSYS COMPATIBLE 
- STATISTICS CONVERSION (EOD-LARSYS-----ARSYS) 
- STATISTICS CONVERSION (LARSYS---->EOD-LARSYS) 
- RESULTS CONVERSION (LARSYS iEOD-LARSYS) 
- RESULTS CONVERSIOIN (EOD-LARSYS-->LARSYS) 
FIRST THREE PROGRAMS ARE COMPLETED, DEBUGGED, AND 
DOCUMENTED. 
PERMIT USE OF ASPECTS OF EACH ANALYSIS SYSTEM INTERCHANGED, 
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ISOCLS PARAMETER STUDY
 
SEVERAL ASPECTS OF PROCEDURE 1 WERE INVESTIGATED AND
 
THEI'R EFFECTS ON ESTIMATES WERE ASSESSED,
 
- USE OF DIFFERENT TRAINING AND TEST 'SETS
 
- DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINING AND TEST SETS
 
- DISTANCE MEASURE USED IN LABEL
 
- NUMBER OF PIXELS REQUIRED PER CLUSTER CLASS
 
- NUMBER OF ITERATIONS (PASSES) IN ISOCLS
 
THESE RESULTS ARE BEING COMPILED INTO A TECHNICAL
 
MEMORANDUM, COMPARING AND CONTRASTING RESULTS FOUND IN
 
PREVIOUS STUDIES.
 
'S'AMPLING STUDY
 
OBJECTIVES: 	 DETERMINE EFFECT OF SAMPLING IN CLUSTERING
 
AND CLASSIFICATION ON PROPORTION ESTIMATES
 
AND ACCURACY.
 
- SAMPLE OF DATA 
- SAMPLE OF WAVELENGTH'BANDS 
STUDY BASED ON TWO PRINCIPLES
 
- PAST STUDIES HAVE NOTED TENDENCY FOR
 
PERFORMANCE TO DECREASE AS NUMBER OF
 
WAVELENGTH BANDS USED IN CLASSIFICATION
 
INCREASES.'
 
- VERY EXPENSIVE TO CLUSTER AND CLASSIFY ALL
 
PIXELS IN A SEGMENT
 
RESULTS INDICATE SAMPLING IS FEASIBLE AND DOES NOT
 
NECESSARILY ADVERSELY AFFECT ACCURACY
 
RESULTS ARE BEING COMPILED INTO A MEMORANDUM,
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COMPARISON OF SEVERAL CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES
 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
FIVE CLASSIFIERS WERE USED:
 
- CLASSIFYPOINTS (GAUSSIAN MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PER POINT CLASSIFIER
 
INLARSYS)
 
- ECHO (USES LOCAL SPATIAL INFORMATION TO IDENTIFY HOMOGENEOUS
 
,OBJECTS WHICH ARE CLASSIFIED USING A GAUSSIAN MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
 
SAMPLE CLASSIFICATION RULE)
 
- CLASSIFY (SUM OF NORMAL DENSITIES MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFIER
 
INEOD-LARSYS)
 
- MINIMUM DISTANCE (LINEAR CLASSIFIER WHICH ASSIGNS EACH PIXEL TO
 
THE CLASS WHOSE MEAN ISCLOSEST INEUCLIDEAN DISTANCE)
 
- LAYERED (MULTISTAGE DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER WHICH USES AN
 
OPTIMUM SUBSET OFFEATURES AT EACH TREE NODE TO CLASSIFY EACH
 
PIXEL)
 
ALL CLASSIFIERS WERE TRAINED USING A MODIFIED SUPERVISED APPROACH
 
WHERE ALL TRAINING FIELDS OF THE SAME COVER TYPE WERE CLUSTERED
 
TOGETHER,
 
A SECOND TRAINING METHOD, USING DOTS TO SEED THE ISOCLS ALGORITHM,
 
WAS USED WITH THE CLASSIFY ALGORITHM.
 
THIS TEST WAS CARRIED OUT ON THREE DATA SETS AND ISCURRENTLY
 
BEING CONDUCTED ON 4 ADDITIONAL SITES.
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COMPARISON OF CLASSIFIERS 

Classifier Performance (Percent Correct Classification) for
 
the Three Study Sites.
 
CLASSIFIER 
CLASSIFY CLASSIFY 
Using using 
COUNTY CLASS 
MINIMUM 
DISTANCE 
CLASSIFY 
POINTS LAYERED ECHO 
ISOCLS 
StatsI 
LARSYS 
Stats 2 
Fayette, IL 
Corn 81.9 81.2 63.9 77.3 77.3 78.9 
Soybeans 82.0 77.0 76.8 70.7 49.7 79.0 
Other 85.5 88.6 91.3 87.8 58.8 85.6 
Overall 83.5 83.0 80.5 79.5 61.9 81.6 
Pottawattamie, IA 
Corn 98.7 97.2 95.7 98.2 93.0 98.4 
Soybeans 92.0 89.8 92.3 90.2 86.5 89.3 
Other 85.3 98.0 97.5 97.1 92.1 98.4 
Overall 94.9 94.7 94.7 95.4 90.6 
95.3 
Shelby, IA 
Corn 97.1 95.1 94.5 96.1 82.8 95.9 
Soybeans 89.3 92.9 98.2 95.4 98.0 98.0 
Other 75.5 83.7 88.2 79.4 78.7 79.7 
overall 90.0 91.7 93.3 91.5 83.9 92.1 
iTraining method generally used with CLASSIFY. Uses a
 
random selection of individual pixels to define initial
 
cluster seeds for clustering the 
entre area. 1
 
Training
2Training'method used with all other classifiers. 

fields were clustered to develop means and covariances 
to
 
define spectral subclasses for each of the classes 
of
 
interest.
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COMPARISON,OF 	 SEVERAL CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES
 
SLINIARY OF RESULTS
 
SEGMENT-TO-SEGMENT VARIABILITY WAS SIGNIFICANT 
No SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE AMONG CLASSIFIERS USING THE SAME 
TRAINING METHOD 
CLASSIFY USING DIFFERENT TRAINING METHOD DID NOT YIELD AS 
'HIGH ACCURACIES 
ECHO ACHIEVED THE SINGLE HIGHEST OVERALL ACCURACY 
MINIMUM DISTANCE AND CLASSIFYPOINTS WERE THE EASIEST TO USE 
MINIMM DISTANCE WAS THE LEAST EXPENSIVE CLASSIFIER, CLASSIFY 
WAS THE MOST 	 EXPENSIVE 
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PLANS FOR NEXT QUARTER
 
DATA RECEIPT AND PREPARATION CONTINUES
 
BEGIN PROGRAMMING CAPABILITY FOR LARSYS TO READ
 
UNIVERSALLY FORMATTED TAPES,
 
STUDY IMPORTANCE OF ACQUISITION HISTORY ON IDENTIFICATION
 
AND ESTIMATION OF CROPS
 
- USING DIFFERENT SETS OF ACQUISITIONS, EVALUATE
 
CLASS, SEPARABILITY AND CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
 
- INVESTIGATE CROP SEPARABILITY BY EXAMINING CHANGE IN 
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES THROUGHOUT THE GROWING SEASON. 
STUDY THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF TRAINING) CLASSIFICATIONS
 
AND AREA ESTIMATION PROCEDURES
 
*BASED UPON RESULTS TO DATE) TRAINING WILL BE MOST
 
EMPHASIS
 
* SEVERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREAS WILL BE EXAMINED
 
----- ----- - -
Figure 1. Detailed implementation schedule. 
Application and Evaluation of Landsat Training, Classification, 
and Area Estimation Procedures for Crop Inventory 
Write Implementation Plan 
Receive Data 
Data Preparation 
Tape Conversions or merging 
Create Dot Files 
Digitize Field Boundaries---
Dlec Jzin 
. 
V 
Feb Mar_ 1Ar May une 
1 1 
July 
7 
-
Auz Set Oct, 
-
Nov 
Sampling Data and Channels Study 
Number/Distribution of Acquisitions 
Early Season Estimate Accuracy Study Of---
Training and Classification 
Full-Frame Sampling Study 
E 
V 
{ 
Programming Support
 
Classifier Compatibility
 
Data Handling and Analysis
 
Progress Reports
 
Final Report
 
. .. I 1 1 I - 1. 
JSG Form 1958C (Ray Jun B0) NSA-JSC
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Task 2B. 	 Initial Development of a Spectromet Crop Response Information
 
System for Corn.
 
I. 	 Introduction
 
Considerable evidence indicates that remote sensing technology can
 
provide information about crop condition and yields. If this spectral
 
information about crops can be combined effectively with meteorological and
 
ancillary data, then potentially much better information about crop produc­
tion could be gained.
 
The overall objective of this task represents a multiyear research
 
effort to integrate the best mix of spectral, meteorological, and ancillary
 
data into a crop information system for estimating crop condition and ex­
pected yield during the growing season. Specifically this task will:
 
(First Year)
 
- identify important factors in determining and predicting corn yields.
 
- determine how these factors can be observed or estimated from alter­
nate sources of data.
 
- define long-term data requirements for continued model development.
 
- select and further develop several candidate approaches for corn
 
yield modeling.
 
- identify and obtain data required for these yield models.
 
- conduct initial calibrations and tests of models using spectro­
radiometer data from controlled experiments and using Landsat MSS
 
data from selected 5 x 6 nm Multicrop segments.
 
(Second Year)
 
- test, evaluate and refine performance of these models on independent
 
data sets.
 
- select the most promising approach for continued development and
 
testing.
 
These goals represent multiyear, interdisciplinary research efforts to
 
combine the latest techniques and technologies of crop yield forecasting.
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II. Activities During This Quarter
 
1. A literature review to assess previous work in this area is
 
essentially completed. As a result of this review, the physiologically­
based crop simulation approach which does not require a long period of
 
record for development was selected as having the most potential to use
 
spectral information directly. The multiple regression (e.g. Thompson 1969)
 
and regression integrall (e.g. Leeper et al 1974, Benci and Runge, 1974)
 
approaches which generally require long periods of record (i.e*. 30 years or
 
more) for estimating their parameters may benefit from indirect, iterative
 
methods of incorporating spectral information. These statistical approaches
 
will be pursued but will receive less attention than the physiological
 
approach.
 
2. Computer compatable tapes of 1978 weather data for the test sites
 
will not be available from the National Climatic Center until midsummer-

Daily temperature ard precipitation data for the cooperative stations
 
surrounding the five test sites in Indiana and Iowa have been entered in LARS'
 
computer from the monthly Climatological Data for these states. Data from
 
the Purdue Agronomy Farm have also been assembled.
 
3. Requests for soil surveys and soil productivity indices were sent
 
to each state with a test site. Only limited information is available from
 
most states. The feasibility of using SIMBAL (Staff and Dale 1978) to
 
provide a productivity,index is being investigated. SIMBAL Version 3 has
 
been implemented at LARS and initial tests are being conducted.
 
4. Examination and analyses of 1978 Landsat MSS data from the test
 
sites and spectrometer data from the Purdue Agronomy Farm is in progress.
 
Correlations, regressions and trajectory plots of these spectral data and
 
various transformations (e.g. Kauth's greenness and brightness and Cate's
 
normalization) with crop maturity stage and harvested grain yields are incom­
plete and inconclusive at this time.
 
5. Conceptually a corn yield model based on physiological-logic has been
 
formulated. Further examination and critique of this model will be necessary
 
before it will be ready for initial calibrations.
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III. Plans For Next Quarter
 
1. Continue to assemble the required spectral, meteorological, soil
 
and ancillary data sets from the Nulticrop Test Sites as the data becomes
 
available.
 
2. Write computer programs for the crop models and begin initial
 
calibrations of these models with whatever data is available;
 
3. Continue to support Task IA for analysis of spectral data collected
 
in 1978 at the Purdue Agronomy Farm. These analyses will examine:
 
- basic spectral characteristics of corn as functions of biomass and
 
maturity,
 
- effects of agronomic treatments on spectral characteristics of corn,
 
and
 
- interrelationships among possible information sources.
 
Figure 1. 	Detailed Task Schedule.-Task 2B. Initial Development of Spectral-Meteorological Crop
 
Response Information System For Corn.
 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Mai. [April May 1June July Auk. Se t. Oct. NIov.
 
1. 	Write Implementation Plan
 
2. 	Literature Review
 
3. 	Select approaches and identity
 
data requirements.
 
4. 	Assemble data (spectral,
 
meteorological, Ancillarv)
 
a. 	Agronomy Farm Ste Ono 
b. 	10 test sites
 
c. 	Additional Test Sites A 
5. 	Analyze data and examine
 
interrelationships of data sources,
 
6. 	Formulate initial crop,rdsponse
 
models.
 
7. 	Conduct initial calibrations and
 
tests.
 
8. Refine 	crop response models. - ­
9. 	Report 

-
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2C. Multispectral Data Analysis Research
 
The following pages summarize the status of this task at the end of the
 
second quarter. Work is directed toward development and application of multi­
stage classifiers and a context classifier which incorporates spatial informa­
tion in the decision process. A special aspect of the latter involves
 
implementation on a special-purpose multiprocessor system in order to explore
 
the potential benefits of such systems for remote sensing data processing.
 
Despite a number of annoying problems, primarily associated with avail­
ability of computer systems on which the classifiers are to be implemented,
 
the research is proceeding only slightly behind the pace anticipated. Develop­
ments during the third quarter, especially with respect to availability of
 
the Cyber-Ikon System at Control Data Corp., could have a considerable impact
 
on some aspects of the schedule since we had expected to begin the real-system
 
implementation during the period. Solution of this problem is being pursued.
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TASK 2C, MULTISPECTRAL DATA ANALYSIS RESEARCH
 
OBJECTIVES
 
2C1. MULTISTAGE CLASSIFICATION
 
1, 	TEST KNOWN MULTISTAGE PROCEDURES ON
 
APPLICATIONS INVOLVING MULTITEMPORAL AND
 
MULTITYPE DATA.
 
2, 	INITIATE DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMAL DESIGN
 
PROCEDURES FOR MULTISTAGE CLASSIFIERS,
 
2C2, CONTEXTUAL CLASSIFICATION
 
DEVELOP PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING AND
1. 

REPRESENTING THE CONTEXTUAL CHARACTER-

ISTICS OF A SCENE,
 
DEVELOP AN EFFECTIVE MULTIPROCESSOR
2, 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTEXT CLASSIFIER
 
ALGORITHM
 
- ALGORITHM ANALYSIS 
- MULTIPROCESSOR SIMULATION 
CDC CYBER-IKON IMPLEMENTATION. 
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2CI, MULTISTAGE CLASSIFICATION
 
STATUS
 
I,' PRESENT EMPHASIS ON LAYERED CLASSIFIER,
 
2, LITERATURE SURVEY IN PROGRESS.
 
3, SOFTWARE FOR LAYERED CLASSIFIER OBTAINED
 
-AND TESTED.
 
4, DATA SET ASSEMBLY IN PROGRESS,
 
5, FORMULATION OF LAYERED CLASSIFIER DESIGN
 
PROCEDURES INITIATED,
 
2C1. MULTISTAGE CLASSIFICATION
 
PLANS FOR THIRD QUARTER
 
1. 	COMPLETE LITERATURE SURVEY AND PREPARE
 
SUMMARYj BIBLIOGRAPHY.
 
2. 	COMPLETE SELECTION AND ASSEMBLY OF TEST
 
DATA SET,
 
3. 	PURSUE FORMULATION OF APPROACHES FOR
 
CLASSIFIER DESIGN,
 
4. 	BEGLN.COMPARATIVE TESTS OF CONVENTIONAL
 
AND MULTISTAGE CLASSIFIERS,
 
Figure 2C-1. Detailed Implementation Schedule for Task 2C1. 
Subtasks Dec. Jan. Feb. March Apr. 
1. Write Implementation Plan. 
2. Literature Study. u 
I May June July Au Sept. Oct. [Nov. 
4. Formulate Classifier Design 
Procedures. 
5. Compare Conventional and 
Multistage Classifiers. 
Report Preparation. 
-
" 
-- - - - - - - --------- ------­
- - - ------
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2C2, CONTEXT CLASSIFICATION
 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
 
1. DEVELOP A METHOD FOR INCORPORATING SPATIAL
 
CONTEXT IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF REMOTE 
SENSING IMAGERY. 
2, DEMONSTRATE ABILITY TO DEVELOP ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUES WHICH MAY BE COMPUTATIONALLY 
INFEASIBLE ON CONVENTIONAL SERIAL tOMPUTERS, 
3, DEVELOP METHODS FOP. IMPLEMENTING AND 
EVALUATING IMAGE ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS ON 
PARALLEL PROCESSING SYSTEMS. 
4. EVALUATE THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
CYBER-IKON SYSTEM FOR CONTEXTUAL CLASSIFI-
CATION, 
5, ANALYSIS OF WHICH ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES OF 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE MOST IMPORTANT FOR 
EFFICIENT CONTEXTUAL (AND OTHER FORMS OF) 
CLASSIFICATION, 
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2C2. CONTEXT CLASSIFICATrON 
STATUS
 
1, BASELINE (NO-CONTEXT) ANALYSIS OF BLOOMINGTON,
 
INDIANA AREA DATA SET COMPLETED (INCLUDING
 
ASSEMBLY OF REFERENCE DATA FROM PHOTOGRAPHY).
 
LACIE SEGMENT SELECTED.
 
2, INITIAL CONTEXTUAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF
 
BtOOMINGTON DATA COMPLETED,
 
3, ANALYSIS OF CONTEXT ALGORITHM FOR MULTI-

PROCESSOR IMPLEMENTATION INITIATED.
 
4, CYBER-IKON SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENTS:
 
DEBUGGINGi USER INTERFACE IMPROVEMENT,
 
UPGRADE FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC
 
SOFTWAREj EXPAND TO HANDLE UP TO SIX
 
FLEXIBLE PROCESSORS,
 
5, 	IMPLEMENTATION BEGUN OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
 
CLASSIFIER ON THE CYBER-IKON SIMULATOR TO
 
GAIN EXPERIENCE, DEVELOP STRATEGY FOR INTER-

FACING THE HOST COMPUTER AND FLEXIBLE PROCESSOR
 
ARRAY,
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2C2, CONTEXT CLASSIFICATION
 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
 
1, INITIAL CONTEXT CLASSIFICATIONS OF 
BLOOMINGTON AREA DATA ARE DISAPPOINTING, 
CURRENT HYPOTHESIS IS THAT TOO MANY SUB-
CLASSES WERE INVOLVED TO ALLOW ADEQUATE 
ESTIMATION OF THE CONTEXTUAL DISTRIBUTION 
BY THE "ITERATIVE APPROACH." 
2, FLAWS IN SIMULATOR SOFTWARE BECOME APPARENT 
AS-MORE COMPLEX USE OF IT IS MADE. ALL 
PROBLEMS DISCOVERED SO FAR HAVE BEEN 
RESOLVED, 
3, UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM NOT YET AVAILABLE ON 
LARS PDP-1j DELAYING TRANSFER OF SOFTWARE 
TO LARS. 
4, NEGOTIATIONS WITH CONTROL DATA CORP, FOR 
ACCESS TO CYBER-IKON COMPLICATED BY CURRENT 
USE OF-THE SYSTEM. 
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2C2. CONTEXT CLASSIFICATION
 
PLANS FOR THIRD QUARTER
 
1, EXTEND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE 
"ITERATIVE APPROACH" FOR CONTEXT DISTRIBUTION 
ESTIMATION AND FORMULATE THEORETICAL 
2, 
LIMITATIONS OF THIS APPROACH; FORMULATE 
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES, 
COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFIER ON THE CYBER-IKON 
3, 
SIMULATOR, 
COMPLETE EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE PARALLEL/ 
PIPELINED IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE CONTEXT 
CLASSIFIER FOR THE CYBER-IKON SYSTEM AND 
IMPLEMENT THE CONTEXT CLASSIFIER ON THE 
4, 
5, 
CYBER-IKON SIMULATOR, 
COMPLETE TRANSFER OF SIMULATOR TO LARS PDP-11, 
OBTAIN FROM CDC DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT 
6. 
HOST/ARRAY INTERFACES IN THE CYBER-IKON. 
BEGIN TESTING AND EVALUATION OF THE CYBER-
IKON ALGORITHMS ON THE REAL MACHINE (PENDING 
SUCCESSFUL ARRANGEMENTS WITH CDC)# 
Figure 2C-2. Detailed Implementation Schedule for Task 2C2. 
Subtasks Dec. Jan. Feb. March Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.1Oct. Nov. 
1. Write Implementation Plan. 
2. Familiarization of Staff with I 
Task and Background Research. 
3. Assemble Data, Perform Baseline 
Analyses. - -EIIIIEIIII 
4. Develop and Evaluate Stat. Scene 
Characterization. M 
5. Complete Cyber-Ikon (C.-I.) 
Simulator Development. m m I 
6. Analyze Algorithms for C.-I. 
Implementation. h­
7. Simulate and Evaluate C.-I.------­
Implementation(s).­
8. Negotiate C.-I. Usage with CDC.--nomon 
9. C.-I. Implementation and Test. 
10. Report Preparation. IF 
- ---- - n 
inC Form 1956C (Rev Jun 88) 
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2D. 	Multisensor, Multidate Spatial Feature Matching, Correlation, Registration
 
and Information Extraction
 
I. 	Introduction
 
An oral presentation will not be given for this task for this quarter;
 
thus, the format of the written report will be paragraphical rather than a
 
sequence of overheads. The activities during the quarter focused on three
 
tasks: 1) Crop Classification Using SAR and Landsat Data, 2) Digitization
 
of Ancillary Data, 3). Multidate Spatial-Spectral Modeling.
 
II. 	 Crop Classification Using SAR and Landsat (Subtask 4)
 
Further analysis was performed on the registered SAR/Landsat data set in
 
the Phoenix area. In the first quarter a first cut classification was performed
 
and the results were somewhat favorable. In the current quarter more detailed
 
classification analysis was performed and results were not encouraging. The
 
procedure followed was as follows:
 
1. 	Boundaries for fields in the data set for which ground truth was
 
available were selected. Ground truthed classes in the data set
 
are:
 
Class No. Fields
 
Alfalfa 14
 
Cotton 17
 
Barley 3
 
Pasture 4
 
Oranges 4
 
Residential 	 2
 
Wheat 
 2
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Class 	 No. Fields
 
Bare Soil 3
 
Sugar Beets 1
 
Woods 1
 
Onions 1
 
2. A subset of the fields was clustered to obtain training samples in
 
each class with and without the SAR channel. Training sets were
 
selected from the cluster maps to form training classes with
 
the following number of samples:
 
Alfalfa 323
 
Cotton 357
 
Barley 200
 
Oranges 90
 
Urban 	(Residential) .103
 
Wheat 32
 
Bare Soil 20
 
Sugar Beets '64­
3. 	A block of data containing the fields was classified using the LARSYS
 
point dlassifier with and without the SAR channel. Due to data
 
processing system problemsat GSFC and EDC band 4was not available
 
on the CCT. The Landsat only case was thus run with bands 5, 6, 7
 
and the case with the SAR was done with these plus the SAR channel.
 
The training field performance was:
 
Percent Percent Correct
 
Correct Landsat Landsat and SAR
 
Alfalfa 99.4 100.0
 
Cotton 100.0 '98.6
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Percent Percent Correct 
Correct Landsat Landsat and SAR 
Barley 100.0 100.0 
Oranges 98.9 100.0 
Urban 100.0 88.5 
Wheat 100.0 97.6 
Bare Soil 95.0 100.0 
Sugar Beets 100.0 88.0 
No test fields were evaluated since many of the classes were so small the
 
training took all of the available pixels. The conclusion taken from this
 
work is that the SAR does not greatly influence the classification performance
 
and may degrade accuracy. Evidence of improvement in classification accuracy
 
was obtained in the first quarter using a crude training procedure thus the
 
results thus far must be considered as further evidence and not as conclusive.
 
III. Ancillary Data Merging (Subtask 6)
 
An alternate method of ancillary map data digitization using color
 
sdanning continued to be studied. The conventional method is manual digiti-­
zation on a table graphics digitizer. The method consists of color coding and
 
color separation scanning of the document and classification to extract the
 
polygons. Previous SR&T results by Chu and Anuta [1] indicated potential
 
benefits from this approach.
 
Tests were run in the quarter on two forest resource map blocks using high
 
saturation artists colors. The maps were color coded for 17 "operating areas"
 
OA's on each map and photographed. The 35mm color slides were red, green, blue
 
separation scanned on a microdensitometer and converted to a three channel
 
multispectral tape file. Training fields were taken from each color area and
 
the maps were classified.
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The results were visually evaluated since no precise count of the error
 
pixels could be obtained. A general indication of performance was obtained
 
by counting error pixels in the interior of the color polygons. The results
 
are presented below:
 
Color 

White 

Bright Red 

Red 

Dark-Red 

Orange 

Lt. Green 

Green 

Dk. .Green 

Pink 

Ldvender 

Lt. Yellow 

Yellow 

Lt. Brown 
Brown 
Lt. Blue 

Blue 

Dk. Blue 

Total Area
 
(Pixels) 

AU268 

53 

3 

48 

17-

9 

4 

2 

318 

0 

1 

0 

7 

0 
0 
1 
11 
4 

478 

279,006 

No. of Errors
 
Color 

White 
Red 

tt. Green 

Med. Green 

Dk. Green 

Yellow 

Gold 

Orange 

Dk. Orange 

Lt. Blue 

Med. Blue 

Dk. Blue 

Brown 

Tan 

Lt. Brown 

Gray 

Purple 

AU271
 
96
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
355
 
2
 
9
 
1 
I 
0 
0 
0
 
0
 
2 
457
 
243,714
 
A final test was made on a color block test slide in which all 24 available
 
artists colors were painted in blocks, scanned and fields picked in the digital
 
data. Statistics were computed and the transformed divergence computed for
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each of the 276 combinations of 24 classes taken two at a time. The divergence
 
was the maximum of 2000 for all cases indicating essentially perfect separability
 
for the colors. The extremely low error rates and ease of classification
 
indicates that this method is a viable approach to ancillary data digitization.
 
IV. 	Multidate Spatial-Spectral Modeling (Subtask 3)
 
The question of the correctability of Landsat and SAR imagery was pursued
 
further by employing a correlation coefficient shifting image correlation
 
Work in the previous quarter used only the Larsys correlation
algorithm. 

algorithm which does not shift images and it produced discouragingly low
 
correlation values.
 
The tests performed in this quarter examined twenty 16 by 16 point blocks
 
in the previously registered SAR-Landsat data for the Phoenix site. Both data
 
and magnitude of gradient images were correlated for the two data types. The
 
The assumption is that the SAR
results of the tests are shown in Table 2D-i. 

and Landsat data are perfectly registered. The misregistration is small if it
 
does exist such that total failure of the correlation will be clearly detectable,
 
shift peaks many pixels away from zero are assumed to be bad correlation
i.e., 

and not misregistration.
 
Out of the twenty correlations carried out only ten were judged successful
 
The results using the magnitude of
(no. 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19). 

the gradient (judged the best enhancement for low correlation cases by Svedlow
 
[2]) were not significantly different than for the unaltered data. Correlation
 
peaks in all cases were very low but in many instances a correct peak was
 
The sites chosen were road intersections and similar linear
assumed found. 

intersections.
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Table 2D-I. Correlation Results for Landsat vs. SAR LARS Run 72069111.
 
Gradient Magnitude of
Correlation 
Block Center Landsat Data (Band 5) vs. SAR Landsat vs. G.M. of SAR 
No. Line Col. Line Shift Col. Shift Corr.. Line Shift Col. Shift Corr. 
1 390 460 -1 -12 .273 -1 -9 .276 
2 90 460 -7 11 .206 6 9 .214 
3 260 332 15 16 .237 16 16 .265 
4 290 202 -1 2 .218 -3 -1 .205 
5 120 200 0 R .372 0 0 .405 
6 475 42 -9 7 .406" -9 8 .369 
7 107 300 0 -2 .329 0 -2 .274 
8 80- 60 15 -8 .215 14 -12 .247 
.480 -6 5 .4409 390 88 -6 5 

3 .370 -i 4 .368
10 240 60 -2 
11 321 332 13 3 .312 -2 16 .249 
12 322 268 -4 1 .359 -4 1 .370 
13 314 116 -3 4 .274 -3 6 .305 
14 221 119 0 3 .147 -5 13 .204 
15 107 113 1 4 .210 1 5 .321 
16 44 204 -6 3 .269 -6 4 .272 
17 129 332 15 0 .305 2 .-1 .309 
18 192 460 0 -3 .259 -1 -1 .317 
19 118 227 0 0 .176 0 1 .216 
20 180 160 -5 8 .200 0 -12 .247 
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Other enhancements and site selections could be tested; however, it was
 
concluded that sufficient evidence exists from these tests to indicate that the 
correlations of SAR and Landsat imagery would likely work about half the time.
 
The value of this performancelevel depends on the efficiency of the processor
 
and the volume of imagery to be registered. In a production situation it will
 
be very attractive to generate an automatic correlator but in a small volume
 
individual research task visual control point location will be preferable.
 
Plans for Third Quarter
 
The concept of information extraction using a high resolution panchromatic
 
image and lower resolution multispectral images has evolved from the study of
 
merged SAR/Landsatfdata sets. This concept will be developed and evaluated
 
in the remainder of the contract. All tasks are on schedule and sufficient
 
data is being acquired to complete the desired investigations.
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2D. 	Multisensor Multidate Spatial Feature Matching, Correlation, Registering, Resampling and
 
Information Extraction
 
Subtasks 	 Dec. Jan. Feb. arch Apr. May IJune Jul Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. 
1. Prepare Implementation Plan.
 
2. Data Set Survey and Acquisition. open 	 *u 
3. SAR Spatial/Spectral Modeling. 	 1
 
4. Multidata Information Extraction.' 	 -1--_..
. . . . 
5. 	Visual Merged Data Presentation.
 
i
Kl m6. Ancillary Data Merging. 

7. Reporting. 	 "
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Task 3. Computer Processing and Data Base Services 
3A. Computer Processing Support
 
The following pages contain quarterly report material for the Computer
 
Processing Support Task as presented in an oral briefing. The overleads
 
summarize the task, its accomplishments for the second quarter and plans for
 
the third quarter.
 
Key achievements for the .second quartet include improvements in the
 
accessibility of the shared system for ERIM and for JSC, installation of
 
Release 8 of SPSS, Edition 7 of IMSL, design and implementation of a backup
 
system for user mini-disks, expansion of batch machine capabilities, acquisition
 
of additional direct access disk space, initiation of an investigation on means
 
of interchanging technology using the shared data processing system, design of
 
a data base for NOAA weather data, a study on the communications problems en­
countered by remote users of the system, a reduction in the rate charged for
 
basic CPU time and an increase in batch usage.
 
TASK 3A: COMPUTER PROCESSING SUPPORT
 
JUNE QUARTERLY REVIEW
 
BY 
JIM KAST
 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
COMPUTER PROCESSING SUPPORT
 
OBJECTIVE: PROVIDE JSC AND ITS ASSOCIATED RESEARCH COMMUNITY WITH THE
 
ENVIRONMENT NECESSARY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SHARED
 
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR RESEARCH OF REMOTE SENSING,
 
PURDUE'S SUPPORT INCLUDES A COMPUTER'AND SUPPORTING HARDWAREJ
 
SOFTWAREj DATA,,PERSONNELj PROCEDURES AND TRAINING,
 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
 
* 	 THE OPPORTUNITY TO BETTER MOLD KEY, GEOGRAPHICALLY-DISPERSED RESEARCH 
GROUPS INtO A MORE INFORMED AND COORDINATED RESEARCH TEAM, 
* 	 A MECHANISM FOR EFFICIENT TRANSFER OF INFORMATION BETWEEN 
RESEARCH CENTERS, NASA, AND OTHER PARTICIPATING GOVERNMENT 
AGENCIES.
 
* 	 FASTER, LESS REDUNDANT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, 
* 	 FASTER TRANSFER OF NEWLY-DEVELOPED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES AND RESEARCH 
RESULTS TO AND.FROM PARTICIPATING RESEARCH GROUPS,
 
CONCENTRATION OF SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING SUPPORT DATA ACQUISITION, DATA
 
LIBRARY AND CERTAIN COMPUTER SERVICES AT THE SYSTEM'S CENTRAL SITE,
 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
IN ORDER FOR A PROMISING NEW ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE TO BE
 
SHARED WITHIN THE RESEARCH COMMUNITY, RECIPIENTS OF THE NEW
 
TECHNIQUE MUST HAVE:
 
* 	 ACCESS TO SOFTWARE SUPPORTING THE NEW TECHNIQUE, 
* 	 ACCESS TO HARDWARE WHICH SUPPORTS THE SOFTWARE,. 
ACCESS TO THE DATA REQUiRED'BY THE TECHNIQUE,' 
* 	 A TECHNICAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE TECHNIQUE, 
* 	 KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO OPERATIONALLY.USE THE.SUPPORTING 
SOFTWARE,
 
JLK 
5/22/79
 
SECOND QUARTER IMPROVEMENTS IN SYSTEM ACCESSIBILITY
 
STATUS 2/28/79
 
GOOD ACCESS: PURDUE/LARS 11 TERMINALS 3 PRINTERS
 
7 DIAL-UPS 3 READERS (2 DATA 100's)
 
I PUNCH
 
NASA/JSC 4 TERMINALS 2 PRINTERS
 
LEC 4 DIAL-UPS 2 READERS (1DATA 100)
 
IBN 1 TAPE DRIVE (1IBM 2780)
 
2 PUNCHES
 
MARGINAL ACCESS: ERIM DIAL LARS DLAL UP KEYBOARD
 
TAMU DIAL THROUGH JSC
 
UCB DIAL LARS?
 
ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS:
 
* DIAL-UP RJE CAPABILITY FOR ERIM (COPE 1200 EMULATING A HASP 
WORK STATION)
 
* REPLACEMENT OF JSC's IBM 2780 BY A DATA 100 WHICH SUPPORTS 
TAPE TRANSFER CAPABILITY.
 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
SECOND QUARTER SOFTWARE UPGRADES
 
* 	 RELEASE 8 OF SPSS WAS INSTALLED, 
* 	 EDITION 7 OF IMSL WAS INSTALLED,. 
* 	 PLC 11 AND PLC 12 OF CMS RELEASE 5 WERE INSTALLED, 
* 	 VS1 WAS INSTALLED ON THE SYSTEM TO SUPPORT CSMP, 
CSMP HAS BEEN INSTALLED UNDER VS1. 
* 	A BACKUP PROCEDURE FOR 3A MINI DISKS HAS BEEN WRITTEN AND 
IMPLEMENTED, 
* 	 A NEW BATCH MACHINE WITH A SIX MEGABYTE MEMORY, BATHOUSTJ 
HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED AND IS AVAILABLE-ON A PRIOR-

ARRANGEMENT BASIS,
 
* 	 EXOSYS HAS BEEN CONVERTED TO A CMS370 COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE 
SYSTEM, 
JLK 
5/22/79
 
SECOND QUARTER HARDWARE UPGRADES
 
* ACQUIRED TWO CDC DISK DRIVES COMPATIBLE WITH AN IBM 3330 
DFSK SYSTEM,
 
* ORDERED A THIRD IBM COMPATIBLE 3330 DRIVE-.
 
* INSTALLED AN OPTRONICS SYSTEM C-4300 COLOR FILM WRI'TING 
DEVICE FOR A TWO MONTH TRIAL PERIOD.
 
* ORDERED A 1200 BAUD CLOCK TO PROVIDE AN UPGRADED DATA TRANSFER 
RATEWHEN THE STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXOR AND 9600 BAUD MODEM -RE
 
INSTALLED AT LARS AND JSC THIS FALL.
 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
SECOND QUARTER DATA BASE WORK
 
* 	THE FOREIGN TRANSITION YEAR LANDSAT DATA WAS ACQUIRED, AND IS BEING 
PLACED IN THE DATA LIBRARY AND ENTERED INTO THE SEGMENT CATALOGUE. 
* 	THE SEGMENT CATALOGUE AND DATA SEARCH (SUBSET) SOFTWARE WERE RE-
DESIGNED TO ALLOW SEGMENTS FROM'DIFFERENT GEOGRAPHIC AREAS TO HAVE
 
IDENTICAL SEGMENT NUMBERS.
 
* 	THE SEGMENT CATALOGUE WAS PLACED ON DISK UPON INSTALLATION OF THE 
3330 DISK SYSTEM AND ITS USE DOCUMENTED IN SCANLINES. 
* 	GROUND TRUTH DATA COLLECTED OVER THE LACIE PHASE III BLIND SITES 
WERE ENTERED INTO THE DATA BASE AND SOFTWARE TO SEARCH THE GROUND
 
TRUTH TABLE WERE WRITTEN,
 
* 	A DATA BASE FOR NOAA WEATHER-DATA HAS BEEN DESIGNED AND SUBMITTED 
TO NOAA FOR REVIEW. 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
SECOND QUARTER COMMUNICAtIONS WORK
 
* A VISITING CONSULTANT TRIP OCCURRED DURING EARLY MAY. 
* ONE-ON-ONE INSTRUCTION ON THE USE OF THE FIELD.ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
(EXOSYS) WAS PROVIDED TO AN ERIM REPRESENTATIVE,
 
* 	 A COMMUNICATIONS STUDY WAS UNDERTAKEN TO IDENTIFY PROBLEMS
 
USERS HAVE COMMUNICATING WITH INTERFACE PEOPLE AT LARS$
 
AN 	INVESTIGATION OF PROCEDURES TO INTERCHANGE TECHNOLOGY
 
USING THE LARS COMPUTER SYSTEM WAS BEGUN,
 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
COMMUNICATIONS STUDY
 
1. ASSESS OVERALL PERFORMANCE,
 
2, IDENTIFY WHICH MEANS OF COMMUNICATION ARE IMPORTANT AND EFFECTIVEJ
 
AND WHICH ARE NOT.
 
3, IDENTIFY WHAT THE MAJOR COMMUNICATIONS PROBLEMS ARE.
 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
OVERALL.PERFORMANCE 
SUPPORT VERY NEEDS TOTALLY 
RESPONDENTS NASA CONTRACTORS GOOD GOOD ADEQUATE WORK -.INADEQUATE, 
3A USERS 16 10 67 6 2 0 1 
LARS USERS 15 4 7 2 2 0 
SYSTEM SERVICES 16 4 7 4 1 0 
STAFF 
TOTALS 47 15 20 8 3 1 
JLK:'5/21/79
 
EFFECTIVE AND IMPORTANT MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
 
1. PERSONAL CONTACT
 
2. PHONE
 
3. TERMINALS 
4, SCANLINES 
5. MEMO
 
6. CORRESPONDENCE
 
7, STAFF MEETI'NGS, DOCUMENTATION, SRTNEWS
 
co 
JLI(: 5/21/79
 
PROBLEM AREAS
 
WEIGHTED
 
VERY SOME LITTLE NONE AVG.
 
WEIGHT 	 3 2 1 0
 
0 	 7 6 ,87
2
1. 	INABILITY TO CONTACT PERSON 

DUE TO ABSENCE FROM DESK.
 
2. INFORMATION GIVEN IS NOT 0 4 2 8 .71
 
ADEQUATE,
 
4 8 	 ,64
3. PROMISES FOR SERVICES ARE MADE; 1 

THEN NOT KEPT,
 
1 1 	 2 9 .54
LI, 	 MISINFORMATION IS GIVEN. 

DON'T KNOW WHOM TO CONTACT SHOULD SOMETHING GO WRONG,
ALSO: -
LONG DELAYS IN PLACING LONG-DISTANCE CALLS. 
- TOO FEW PEOPLE TO INTERFACE WITH AT JSC0N'A TECHNICAL LEVEL, 
co
 
- INADEQUATE IBM AND LARS DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE, 

- SYSTEM IS SLOW AND SLUGGISH,
 
- HARD TO GET HOLD OF PART"TIME LARS PERSONNEL,
 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
 
THE RATE FOR BASIC COMPUTER SERVICE WAS, REDUCED FROM $200/CPU'HOUR
* 
TO $150/CPU HOUR EFFECTIVE 4/1/79,'-

EMPHASIS WAS PLACED ON MORE ECONOMICAL AND COMP.LETE USE OF THE LARS
* 
COMPUTER THROUGH THE BASIC RATE.BATCH MACHINES., THIS EFFORT'HAS
 
MET WITH SUCCESS AS 44% OF COMPUTER PROCESSING. SUPPORT USAGE WAS
 
CONDUCTED IN BATCH MODE DURING THE FIRST TWO MONTHS OF THE SECOND
 
QUARTER.AS COMPARED TO 11% DURING THE FIRST QUARTER.
 
* 	 RESPONSIBILITY FOR EOD LARSYS PROMPTING EXEC WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE 
EOD LARSYS LIBRARIAN AT JSC. 
* 	 A DECISION WAS REACHED NOT TO PURSUE THE SALE OF THETHIRD SHIFT 
At THIS TIME. 
* 	 PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF A LARS COMPUTER USER'S GUIDE TOOK 
PLACE IN MAY. 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS INSYSTEM ACCESSIBILITY
 
* WORK WITH ERIM TO IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY OFTHE PURDUE/LARS SYSTEM 
FOR ERIM's TAPE CASSETTE TERMINAL.
 
* WORK WITH UCB ON POSSIBLE MEANS OF ACCESSI, 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
co0~ 
THIRD QUARTER SOFTWARE UPGRADES
 
* AN AUTOMATED RESOURCE REQUEST PROCEDURE WI.LL'BE IMPLEMENTED. 
* UPGRADES TO THE CMS370 BATCH FACiLITI.ES WILL-BE PURSUED: 
-.CONFIGURE THE BATCH' MACHINE TO MATCH THE MACHINE'OF THE USERIDJ
 
-SET DEFAULT GLOBAL'S AND FILEDEF's.
 
- APPEND AN OPERATOR'S MESSAGE TO A BATCH PRINT OUT IF A JOB
 
MUST BE CANCELLED)
 
- IMPROVE BATCH ERROR REPORTING FACILITIES,
 
* ORDER A CMS370 COMPATIBLE VERSION OF SAS, 
* 	 IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ANALYSIS PROCEDURE.USING ECHO AND GRPSAM AS 
A P1-ALTERNATIVE (IN A P1 COMPATIBLE FORM) WILL BE PURSUED. 
* FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS WILL BE PRODUCED FOR A FIELD'DATA ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM BASED ON EXOSYS EXPERIENCE; THIS SYSTEM SHOULD BE SUITABLE
 
FOR USE WITH THE MULTIBAND RADIOMETER UNDER DEVELOPMENT AS WELL AS
 
THE FIELD MEASUREMENTS DATA BASE CURRENTLY IN PLACE AT PURDUE/LARS,
 
-o 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
PLANNED HARDWARE UPGRADES
 
* INSTALLATION OF AN IBM 3031 AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT. 
* 	 INSTALLATION OF A STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXOR, 1200 BAUD CLOCK AND, 
9600 BAUD MODEM FOR USE BY JSC. 
* INSTALLATION OF A SECOND DIAL-UP MODEM FOR RJE INPUT FROM ERIM. 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
PLANNED DATA BASE WORK 
* WORK WITH NOAA ON A WEATHER DATABASE WILL CONTINUE. 
* 	 RECEIPT OF U.S. TY LANDSAT DATA AND ITS ENTRY INTO THE DATA BASE 
AND THE SEGMENT CATALOG IS ANTICIPATED. 
* VERIFICATION OF DATA IN THE RTE DATA BASE WILL BE PERFORMED. 
JLK 
5/22/79
 
PLANNED COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE ACTIVITIES
 
* PLANS AND PROCEDURES WILL BE DEVELOPED-TO:ALLEVIATE PROBLEMS UNEARTHED, 
BY THE COMMUNICATIONS STUDY,
 
* WORK WILL BEGIN ON A STANDARD TRAINING COURSE FOR USERS OF THE 
SHARED SYSTEM.
 
* THE INVESTIGATION OF PROCEDURES TO EXCHANGE TECHNOLOGY USING THE 
PURDUE/LARS SYSTEM WILL CONTINUE,
 
* A VISITING CONSULTANT TRIP WILL OCCUR DURING JULY. 
JLK
 
5/22/79
 
ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
 
ANNOUNCE RATES FOR THE 3031 (8/l/79).
 
JLK: 5/21/79
 
--
-------
TPRK 3A: COMPUTER PROCESSING SOPPORT DET7 ED SCHEDUL 
Computer Capabilities Milestone 'Chart
i Z 1979 -
DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV
 
II. CONSULTIN UPF
 
Make visiting Consultant Trips
 
Present Short Course on LARS sgytem

Peare nn~rCM;
orR T.AVC --- emtcQIAAtajPresent at JSC *1 t iPrset coursec rse t LARS -...... 
Document system upgrades & News in !ARS SCANLINES-
Collect SCANLINAES input-4 1
-
-7 I !,Distribute Newsletter 
Transfe Resonsih±ity for EUD/LJRSYS Frompting EXEC
tO EOD/LARSYS Librarian +T++4 
Deliver Prompting EXEC documentation
 
Provide detailed instruction in EXEC maintenance
 
,stanh3isn Standard Training Course
 
Identify course goals 
Identify course components

Identify organizational responsibility for components - - - -,
for LARS areas of responsibilityAssemble materials 

Integrate course components 

-" Present courseat JSC ______________"_____-__-___ I - -
Review contentsFor omissions t.-i 
W'§
Upgrade course 
 £44::: 
Support Uevelopment or Programming, Uocumentation anid , ...... ,k-Tecnnigues ue~ivery canaars'-
Provide LARSYS Version III Standards as input totcJSC= . - - I - i t::
Publicize Stnad tho gCANLINES? SRTNEWS.
Standar~streduneromuter etc. 2Process-
Aid LARS' researchers in standardization of future 
­ ±-­
sot tware 
- ----
-- I 
Investgate rocedures o nercange Tecnology using
t naeYze t curre t o TTecrnora sfer r0 e rs - _l. -- _ - -. -i"::I:_" 
used In the JSC research community Pc-r -
Idertify perceived or anizational roles and resns AlI -- 1--. 
---c.ilities for techniques 
- - ,.
Identify problem areas ­
- - - -. 
-Propose a system tor intercange of tecnology within 
­the research community 
-_____ 
___I 
_ 
- I 
-r . ! ! ] ! ! ! ! .-
TASK 3A: COMPUTER PROCESSINq SUPPORT DETAILED SCHEDULE
 
Computer Capabilities Milestone CL .t
 
1979
 
Figure,2---

PR AY JUNI JUL AUGI SEPOCT NOV 'DE
DEC JAN 13 MARDETAILED IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

I. COMPUTER SYSTEMS SUPPORT :s__: 	 ]
 
SUpport Peplacement of JSC 2780 Remote Job Entry Station 	 -- ,] 
Alte "-' lioCScotI.le - - -	 - -I l_Reconfigure communications ntro ler
Alfter RSCS 
' J-----LIDocument system 	 .- Ti' --

Support Upgrade of Keyboard Terminals'at JSC 	 -- , - , 
Alt r 3705 emulator program for different baud rate
 
Tnqtal] 1200 baud clock-. I
 
Upgrade 3705 emulator program tor 12O baud operation- --

Tnstal1 new modem/multinlexor , ,i-_-..---!
p.J
 
- , 	 '-! ]-[ - i i " 
-CSMV ±sta±±ario' 
Order software PacKage 	 oil 
.	 .• I ii! *4 -- " , [ -!J
-lnstall.under vMo°Djocumen or User 
2 WITt-
____________ 
_______,____-+ 
Investigate Interactive Color Device for Remote Usage­
Tnie___mate market alternatives * [
 
I1nvestigate user needs
 
Confer with JSC
 
,!
Make proposal to JSC 

Aongra 2_Support for other SR&T Sites
 
contact sites, review needs 6 availanle equlpmen-- .
 
Trpntify egquiiment & other resource upgrades needed L
 
Pronpz c.1ppnrt- to in c JSC
 
Improve Potential Computing Dollar tfflcielCrfOr JSC Uses - 1 1-Investigate necessary componentsOr a hir nt bale OF
 
Negotiate 3rd shift sale with JSC(
 
-Propose 3rd shit sale 
.:,
Assess major batch problems 
Improve usaility of JSC batch macFi-nes
 
Document new batch macnine characteristics
 
-
Present a seminar on new batch capabilities 

Transter responsiLly atc suppor o system
 
group
 
SAS Installation
 
Q0der CMS Version of SAS " : 1 e .
 ,
Install SAS 
"
 fnpnment Access to SAS 

Present seminar on-SAS use
 
Install SPSS Version 8,
 
__ntall. .New Disk System 	 A-t- L_ 
Up 	 rade Tape Transfer Software
 
Tmprove so tware re1a 1l i y
 
_. ____ent _______ " _ 	 .1"- I±I L 
_____________ 
___________________ 
TASK 3A: 	 COMPUTER PROCESSING SUPVORT DETAIT ED SCHEDULE
 
Computer Capabilities Milestone Citart
 
1979
 
DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV D
 
III. DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 	 I 
Receive Landsat Data Bases ."
 
Receive tapes
 
enter on tape 	racks -Label. forward/rewind 

Communicate data receipt 
-
Copy to 1600 bpi ' 

- Receive new copies of unusable tapes.
 
Cataloa Landsat Data'in Segment Catalog
 
Implement Data Base (Ground Truth Data) 	 -4­
sin aa entry software ­
data entry software
 Design data maintenance software	 7ImplementImplement data maintenance software 

ReciveGT atafrom JSC 
 !
 
Present seminar at JSC
 
Implement Data Base (Dot Label File) 	 _,_ 
 14	 
. 
HNvI meeting to determine software specifications 

fDe~ln diata entry software
 7 	 7Implement data entry software 

Desi!n data maintenance software ­
'Implement data maintenance software
 
Present seminar at JSC Ak
 
iti
 
-.4..4.IIi:1 - . 
-- " 	 iltitJ
::z::# 14t44 
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3B. Field Research Data Base Management and Distribution
 
The overall objective of this task is to assure the timely availability
 
to researchers of the Johnson Space Center field research data stored at
 
Purdue/TARS. The following pages contain the material presented in the oral
 
briefing for this quartegrly report.
 
The first two charts summarize the objectives for this task. The
 
third chart lists the specific accomplishments in this quarter. The
 
Exotech 20C data and agronomic measurements collected during 1978.at the Purdue
 
Agronomy Farm are available for researchers to use. The .7 Um anomaly in the
 
FSS data was studied and .a report prepared for the technical monitor. The data
 
library catalogs have been reorganized and combined into one document. The
 
catalog will include more information specifically for spectrometer/radiometer
 
data, to help users and potential users,of the data. The fourth chart
 
summarizes the status of the data processing.
 
Charts 5 through 10 are a summary of the NASA/Johnson Space Center
 
Field Research data base; including major spectral instruments, test sites,
 
data available, and users.
 
The last chart includes the plans for the next quarter.
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TASK 3B FIELD RESEARCH DATA BASE MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
 
OBJECTIVE:
 
ASSURE THE TIMELY AVAILABILITY TO RESEARCHERS OF THE JOHNSON
 
SPACE CENTER FIELD RESEARCH DATA STORED AT PURDUE/LARS
 
5/79 3B-1
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'FIELD RESEARCH DATA BASE MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
 
1, 	DISTRrBUTE FIELD 'RESEARCH DATA FOR ALL APPROVED
 
REQUESTS
 
2. 	MAINTAIN AND UPDATE PRESENT FIELD RESEARCH DATA BASE
 
3. 	INCLUDE 1978 PURDUE AGRONOMY FARM DATA INTO DATA BASE
 
4, INCLUDE 1978 HAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA DATA INTO
 
.DATA BASE
 
5. 	REVISE AND UPDATE FIELD RESEARCH CATALOGS
 
6, :DOCUMENT CALIBRATION AND CORRELATION OF THE SPECTRAL
 
DATA IN THE DATA BASE
 
7. 	DETERMINE FEASIBILITY OF USING COMPUTER DATA BASE
 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
 
8.-	 INCLUDE AVAILABLE 1979 FIELD RESEARCH DATA INTO
 
DATA BASE
 
9. 	 INCLUDE SOIL DATA OF TASK ID INTO DATA BASE
 
5/79 3B-2
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR THE 0UARTER 
1978 EXOTECH 20C SPECTROMETER DATA COLLECTED AT
 
PURDUE AGRONOMY FARM MADE AVAILABLE FOR RESEARCHERS.
 
6 DATES OF'1978 EXOTECH 100 RADIOMETER 'DATA
 
COLLECTED AT PURDUE AGRONOMY FARM MADE AVAILABLE
 
FOR RESEARCHERS,
 
FIELD RESEARCH DATA DISTRIBUTED TO GODDARD INSTITUTE
 
FOR SPACE STUDIES,
 
CAUSE FOR .7pM ANAMOLY IN FSS DATA STUDIED.
 
FIELD RESEARCH DATA LIBRARY CATALOGS HAVE BEEN
 
REORGANIZED. DRAFT COPIES WILL BE AVAILABLE DURING
 
FIRST PART OF NEXT QUARTER FOR REVIEW.
 
5/79 3B-3
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PROCESSING STATUS FOR FIELD RESEARCH DATA BASE
 
CROP YEAR(S)
 
1978
 
INSTRUMENT/DATA TYPE 1975-1977 COMPLETE IN PROCESS
 
LANDSAT MSS
 
116 8
 WHOLE FRAME CCT (FRAMES) 

AIRCRAFT SCANNER
 
42/281 4/20
(DATES/FLIGHTLINES) 

HELICOPTER MOUNTED FIELD
 
SPECTROMETER (DATES/OBSERVATIONS)
 
FIELD AVERAGES 67/6409 2/128 6/
 
INDIVIDUAL SCANS 67/102,115 2/4062 6/
 
TRUCK MOUNTED FIELD SPECTROMETER/YIULTIBAND RADIOMETER
 
(DATES/OBSERVATIONS)
 
45/813 ......
FSAS 

EXOTECH 20C 63/5216 24/1155
 
45/645 ---
EXOTECH 20D 

EXOTECH 100 11/3000 6/1500 20/
 
5/79 3B-4
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR SPECTRAL INSTRUMENTS
 
USED FOR NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER FIELD RESEARCH
 
SPACECRAFT MULTISPECTRAL SCANNERS
 
AIRCRAFT MULTISPECTRAL SCANNERS
 
HELICOPTER MOUNTED SPECTROMETER
 
TRUCK MOUNTED SPECTROMETERS
 
TRUCK MOUNTED MULTIBAND RADIOMETER
 
TRIPOD MOUNTED MULTIBAND RADIOMETERS
 
5/79 3B-5
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SUMMARY OF NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
FIELD RESEARCH TEST SITES
 
CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTAL PLOT TEST SITES
 
GARDEN CITY, KANSAS, AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT
 
STATION: 197LI-1977
 
WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA, AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT
 
STATION: 1975-1977
 
WEST LAFAYETTE, INDIANA, PURDUE UNIVERSITY AGRONOMY
 
FARM: 1978-1979
 
SANDHILLS, NEBRASKA, AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT
 
STATION: 1979
 
5/79 3B-6
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SUMMARY OF NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
FIELD RESEARCH TEST SITES (CONT,)
 
COMMERCIALFIELD TEST SITES
 
FINNEY COUNTY, 'KANSAS, 1974-1977
 
WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA, 1975-1977
 
WAND COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA, 1975-1979
 
WEBSTER COUNTY, IOWA, 1979
 
5/79 3B-7
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SUMMARY OF DATA IN NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
FIELD RESEARCH DATA BASE
 
124
LANDSAT 

FRAMES
 
AIRCRAFT SCANNER 46/301
 
DATES/FLIGHTLINES
 
HELICOPTER MOUNTED SPECTROMETER 69/115,000
 
DATES/OBSERVATIONS
 
TRUCK MOUNTED SPECTROMETER 177/8,000
 
DATES/OBSERVATIONS
 
TRUCK MOUNTED MULTIBAND RADIOMETER 17/4,500
 
DATES/OBSERVATIONS
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SR&T USERS OF NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
FIELD RESEARCH DATA
 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN
 
NASA, JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, LABORATORY FOR APPLICATIONS OF
 
REMOTE SENSING
 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
 
5/79 3B-9
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NoN-SR&T,RECIPIENTS OF NASA/JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
FIELD RESEARCH DATA
 
INSTITUTION/COMPANY NUMBER OF REQUESTS
 
NASA/GoDDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 5
 
45,000 SPECTROMETER OBSERVATIONS
 
AIRCRAFT.'PHOTOGRARHY
 
8 LANDSAT SEGMENTS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
 
HELl-COPTER AND GROUND 'PHOTOGRAPHY
 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION 2'
 
15,000 SPECTROMETER OBSERVATIONS
 
7 LANfSATFRAMES AND COLOR COMPOSITES
 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA 1
 
2,600 SPECTROMETER OBSERVATIONS
 
-USDA,AGRICULTURE RESEARCH SERVICE, 1
 
WESLACO, TEXAS
 
3,500 SPECTROMETER OBSERVATIONS
 
2 DATES HELICOPTER PHOTOGRAPHY
 
GODDARD INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES 2
 
20,'000 SPECTROMETER OBSERVATIONS
 
4 DATES/12 FLIGHTLINES AIRCRAFT SCANNER DATA
 
5/79- 3B-10
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FIELD RESEARCH DATA BASE MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
 
PLANS FOR NEXT PUARTER
 
MAKE LAST 15 DATES OF 1978 EXOTECH 100 RADIOMETER
 
DATA COLLECTED AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY AGRONOMY FARM
 
AVAILABLE FOR RESEARCHERS.
 
MAKE 1978 FSS DATA COLLECTED OVER HAND COUNTY,
 
SOUTH DAKOTA INTENSIVE TEST SITE AVAILABLE FOR
 
RESEARCHERS.
 
PROVIDE DRAFT COPIES OF REVISED CATALOGS FOR TECHNICAL
 
MONITOR FOR REVIEW.
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Figure 3B-I Detailed Implementation Schedule for Task 3B 
Field Research Data Base Management and Distribution 
DEC IJANIi FEB 
Distribution of Field Research Data-----------------
I A_ P MAY JUN I JUL 
------------------
IAUG ISEP 00?OT NOV 
Maintain and update present data base e 
1978 Purdue Agronomy Farm data 
Rxorerh 20C Datp 
Exotech 100 Data 
1978 Hand County. Soth Dakota Data 
Revise and undate catalogs I 
Spectral calibration & correlation report 
Feasibility study of computer data base 
management system 
-mi-ii--- - --
Inclusion of soils data of task iD 
into data base 
.Brocasmon-PnrdeA~rcnom~hrmn&.d 
non-Hand County, South Dakota data 
aCn j 12!n i o 
Quarterly Progress Reports I v 
Final Report 
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